Park

$339.82m (10%)

$60.90m (13%)

Community

$309.18m (9%)

$38.13m (8%)

Figure 1: Cost of three waters precinct infrastructure is significant for both Auckland and
Eastern Porirua

8.

Key points in relation to the above information:
a. For Auckland large scale projects, the combined costs for three waters infrastructure
over the 20-yr life of the project is estimated to be around $1.9 billion, with stormwater
being the most problematic to resolve.
b. Porirua has significant legacy water infrastructure issues to overcome, prior to redevelopment proceedings. Over half (56%) of the estimated costs relate to Three
Waters infrastructure.
c. The Three Waters costs are a combination of fixing past issues (harder to pay for) and
providing enough capacity for growth (easier to pay for). The new Water entities will
need to have some ability to play catchup.
d. Subject to getting through Budget 2021, the proposed Infrastructure Fund should
provide some relief in addressing the water infrastructure deficit, especially in Auckland
and Eastern Porirua large scale projects.

Discuss potential opportunities to align Government investment and reform opportunities
in Auckland
9.

Many of the water infrastructure issues affecting housing and urban development come
together in Auckland, providing a unique opportunity to align Government investment and
reform opportunities in Auckland.

10.

Current housing and water-related initiatives of relevance to Auckland include:
a. Three waters – looking to firm up the new water entity design
b. Housing and urban development

s 9(2)(f)(iv)

s 9(2)(f)(iv)

c. Urban Growth Partnerships - HUD is looking to reset the partnership with Auckland
Council and seek a more aligned approach to planning and sequencing infrastructure
investment (i.e. via joint spatial planning with Auckland Council).
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11.

What opportunities does this create?
a.

s 9(2)(f)(iv)

b. The scale of combined Government spend should also be leveraged to incentivise
Auckland Council to fund their component of the infrastructure deficit in line with
Government priorities for housing and urban development, similar to the outcomes of
the Auckland Transport Alignment Project.
Emphasise the need for alignment between Three-Waters reform and spatial planning
12.

An important consideration for the new Water entities will be how they support urban
development and growth while dealing with competing demands from multiple council areas.

13.

New institutional arrangements should be designed to ensure they leverage urban growth
partnerships and spatial plans where practical and draw from the aligned investment
initiatives (even at a scale smaller than the entity boundaries).

14.

Over the longer term, it will be important to ensure that the forward-planning functions of the
new entities are tied to any spatial planning requirements arising from the current resource
management reforms. Councils will also need to actively engage the new entities and other
infrastructure partners (such as Waka Kotahi) in the spatial plan development,
acknowledging that enabling infrastructure has long lead times, and can require significant
investment.

15.

At the more strategic level, the proposed Government Policy Statement for Urban
Development (under development) provides an opportunity to set expectations on alignment
of infrastructure delivery with spatial planning.

Note support for the stormwater function being retained within the scope of the reforms
16.

As noted in previous advice to you, HUD’s strong preference (in-line with DIA advice) is for
stormwater assets and responsibilities to be transferred to the new water entities, which will
help lift the stormwater system’s performance through more consistent standards, greater
stormwater sector capability, and increasing long-term investment in stormwater.

17.

Stormwater funding and delivery is a particular issue across Kāinga Ora’s large scale
projects in Auckland and Eastern Porirua. HUD’s preference for inclusion is also based on
the benefits of dealing with fewer entities and draws from the current alignment and
coordination issues facing large scale projects.

18.

Given the complexity of the stormwater function (both above and below ground), HUD
supports DIA’s proposal to set up a technical working group to assess transition issues.

Next steps
19.

HUD officers will continue to work in close collaboration with officers at DIA to ensure that
both housing and urban development interests are captured and you remain well informed on
progress and implications.
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